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Three Collisions
Are Investigated
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Boy Scout Troop
17 Meets Monday

Three traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray Police Department on Monday afternoon. No injuries were reported.

Boy Scout Troop 77 held
Court of Honor Monday night in
its headquarters at the First
Christian Church.
Three Tenderfoots received
the Investitutre ceremony and
The first occurrea at 3:25
became official members of IT
p.m. between a 1968 Buick four
The new scouts were Steve Has
door owned by Hugh Adams and
sung. Barry Wells, and Joe
driven by Reda Adams, 1610
Thompson.
Kirkwood Drive, Murray, and a
Convening the court was Uri
1966 Mercury four door driven
mailer offensives in the perBy WALTER WHITEHEAD
Douglas, official representatiiet
by Bert Alford Garland of Kirk-rol'a- beat sector of Cambodia
SAIGON
of the Four Rivers Council.
MY Route Two.
mote U. S. and South Vietna- 35 miles northwest of Saigon
Scouts receiving Merit Badges
troops plunged into the mid the fishhook sector 67 nailed
mese
Garland was backing out from
were Lynn Rogers, Mikel Burmountainous jungles of north- northweet of Saigon had killed
the north curb of Main Street
keen, Steve Porter, Mike Alex
eastern Cambodia today in the 7.414 Communist troops, capturand hit the Adams car going
ander Tim Wallen, Ronnie Billthird border crossing under ed 526 and seized 4,313 weawest on Main Street, according
ington, Alan Lem ins, and Reid
President Nixon's plan to de- pons, 540 tons of rice and other
to the police report.
liuds.n.
stroy Communist sanctuaries in supplies and 61 trucks.
The Second Class rank was
Cambodia.
Damage to the Adams car
South Vietnamese losses in
awarded to Bryan Warner, and
'fhe new helicopter-borne as- the two operations were put at
was on the right rear quarter
Brent Austin.
saiukt involved the U. S. 4th In- 170 killed and 651 wounded.
panel, but no damage was reThe second highest rank In
fantry Division, which has two American losses; were announported to the Garland car.
scouting, that of Life Scout, was
hrigaclas totalling 9,000 men left ced as 16 killed. No casualties
Cars involved in a collision
given to Ronnie Billingtoe.
after withdrawal of 4,500 men, were announced for today's opat 3:32 p.m. were a 1967 Ford
Steve Porter, Alan Lemons, and
and the South Vietnamese 22nd eration.
four door driven by Martha
Mike Alexander. Mr. Douglas
Infantry Division of 12,000 men.
Hopper McCuiston of New Concomplimented these Life Scouts
The new crossing was 50 miles But
Conuntimists manning
cord and a 1969 Oldsmobile four
on their achievements and urgwest of Pleiku in the Central their elusive centred command
door hardtop owned by Joe Fosed them on to Eagle, the highHightaids into an area where headquarters had slipped away
ter.
est attainment.
two to three divisions of North into the jungles, leaving behind
The IfeCuieton car, going
Senior Patrol- Leader Steve
Vietnam's troop; have operat- a bunch of typewriters.
north, started to hack into a
Wes Marilyn Simons. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Porter expressed his thanks to
ed for months against U. S.
parking place in front of 104
The first organized resistance
Simons, is pictured being crowned as Murray High School
he troop for its achievement
Green Beret and other border of the entire campaign was reNorth 4th Street and backed
Junior Prom Queen at the prom held at the Murray State
gained at the Cilicstaw Campopoints.
into the Foster car parked on
ported today .at Memot, CamUniversity Student Union Building on Friday night. She was
ree held at La; in the Pond
CAPTIVE GUARDED Captured in Cembodia, a North VietnaIt was 180 miles north of two bodia, in the fishhook section
the parking meter, the police
crowned by last year's prom queen, Miss Rita Harris, daugh- Hollow Bivouac area. The troop
years
old
sits
in
the
center
of
a
group
of
mese
about
19
other operations involving 30,- 70 miles northwest of Saigon,
report Said.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris.
was awarded the First Place
(Radiophoto) 000 other troops.
watchful GIs
Damage to the McCuiston car
an area of French rubber planThe new queen, escorted by Pat Lamb, was presented
Blue ribbon for its camping and
Allied forces said today the tations and beautiful stucco
was on the right back door and
en arm bouquet of yellow roses by Mark Tinsley, ivnlor scouting abilities.
right fender and to the Foster
homes, many reduced to rubble
class president. Miss Simons Is a band majorette, member
Porter mentioned the cooper
car on the left back bumper.
by the airstrikes and artillery.
of Trl-Alpha, and secretary of the junior class. She was ation and excellent perform
The other collision occurred
The North Vietnamese attack*Need by the hinter class members.
ance.of all the boys m reasons
at 3:35 pill. on the parking lot
ed with rockets and mortars
for the honor bestowed on the
(Tubbs
Studio
Photo)
of the West Side Barber Shop.
and then charged American posunit.
Involved were a 1964 Buie'
itions near Memot, only to be
Troop 77 meets each Monday
four door driven by Jimmy L.
thrown back with the loss of
YOUTH REVIVAL
evening in the basement of the
Telephone, Mesdames Jessie 14 killed. Five Americens were
Schroeder of Dexter Route One,
Max Hurt spoke on "How To
First Christian Chuech at 6:30
and a 1969 Buick two door ownKathleen Madras', Rt. 1, Mur- Grow Old Gracefully" at the re- Houston Roane, Mary Lamb, an wounded.
p.m. All boys interested in
ed by Annie C. Finch of Hopkscouting are invited to attend. ray, was named Miss Future gular monthly meeting of the Edna McReynolds.
Here is a rundown of the
The Youth Revival at Blood
Membership drive, Mesdame
inseille and driven by Michael
Business Teacher and was a Senior Citizens Club held Frifronts:
three
C. Finch of 210 South 13th River Baptist Church will start
member of the top parlimentary day at the Community Center. Mary Louise Baker, Essie Bla Pannies Beak Section: A force
Thursday night at 7:00 p.m.
Street, Murray.
Officers for the ensuing year lock, Gladys Hale, Birdie Park- of 15,000 U. S. end South Vietpr ocedure team, representing
Police said the Finch car was and will continue through SunMurray State University at the were installed by Mrs. Jessie er, Carl Harrison, and Lel namese troops captured the
day night. The evangelist will
Phi. Beta Lambda business fra- Houston Roane who are as fol- Shackelford.
eprawling Communist "secret
be Jerry Lee.
lows: 0. C. McLemore, priet
Transportation, Mrs. Hildred
ternsy's state convention.
(Continued on Page Six)
beim" of Ba Thu in hand to
Tolley,
vice-prest
-Seat;
Bryan
BMus
and
Ivy
Cigar.
The May term of the Cellohead fighting Monday. SpokesMiss Madrey is a senior ma dent; Mrs. Jewell Parks, tree
Flowers, Mesdames Carrie
joring in business and minoring surer; Mrs. Dottie Haley, secre Cole, J. C. Harrell, and Gussie man said government tank coled yesterday with Judge James
IMMO crushed resistance in the
in psychoilogy and sociology at tary. Mrs. Roane thanked the Geurin.
M. Lassiter presiding.
18 by 12 mile training and supThe Hazel Elementary School MSU. She is the daughter of retiring officers for their serKlapp,
Mrs.
Norman
Publicity,
Grand Jurors impanel were: Parent-Teacher Association will Ernest klackeY.
ply center four miles inside
vices during the past year. Mrs. Mrs. Olive Hagen, and 0. C.
Macon Blankenship, foreman, meet Thursday, May 7, at seven
Cambodia. Nearly 1,000 CoraHildred Sharpe, retiring presi- McLemore.
Prentice Dunn, Hugh Miller p.m. at the school.
munists including a regimental
She will represent Kentucky dent, was unable to attend due
A potluck luncheon was serv- commander were killed, a ComGalon Bucy, Ben Brumley, Mrs.
at the national convention in to illness.
ed with the invocation being munist. arms factory was capTommy Carroll, Ronald Pace, R.
Entertainment will be by the Phi-wlelphia June 13-25.
McLemore named the follow- given by Mrs. J. C. Harrell.
K. Carpenter, Rudy. Lovett, Jack first and second grades, Mrs,
tured aid 100 buildings were
ing committees:
Plans were made for a bus destroyed.
Kennedy, Willie Barnett and Eupal - Underwood and Mrs.
Programs,
Mrs.
Celia
Roberts,
Friday,
Lake
on
Reelfoot
trip
to
Thomas Redden.
Crystal Parks, teachers.
LICENSES LOST
chairman, Mesdames Martha June 5, the regular meeting
Fiehluik Sector: This was the
The Debt Jury is hearing toThe devotion will be given
Golden, Bryan Tolley, Norman date. Anyone desiring informa• site of the command carter for
day a civil suit brought by by one of the Baptist ministers.
Klapp, Meme Mattingly, Virgie tion contact one of the club the Communists' Central Office
Charles and Laverne Ryan and
Hostesses for the social hour
for South Vietnam (COSVN. A
the City of Murray against Jer- will be the first and second
Phil S. Hale and Elishe H. Clark, and Miss Erin Montgom- officers.
Those attending were Mes- force of 15,000 Allied troops
Mohundro, both of Calloway ery.
ry Stallions in regard to an al- grade mothers.
Music,
Mesdames
Bertha dames Birdie Parker, Cella Rob- here found huge arms caches,
ledged nonconforming business
Preceding the meeting the ex- County, have lost their drivers Jones, Olene Barrow,
and Ruth erts, Ruby Harrell, Jessie Hous- hundreds of bunkers and other
in a residential zone.
licenses
according
to
the
Traffic
ecutive board will meet at 6:30
by United Press internale/al U unpopular as Dick Nixon,
ton Roane, Gussie Geurin, Es- structures—with new portable
The Grand Jury will report p.m.
Safety Coordinating Committee. Wade.
Song leader, Charlie Marr. sic Blalock, Jewell Parks, Olive typewriters still in the offices.
The campus of Kent State wouldn't you want to destroy back on Thursday.
The headquarters personnel
University virtually, was desert- •the world?"
Hagen, Ruby Harris, Lela ShacFour Students Injured
ed today. Other schools around
kelford, Dollie Haley, Virgie had fled farther into the jungle.
Communist
in the area
Four students were injured at
the nation boiled with students
Clark, Norman Klapp, Gladys
-over a sector HO
furious over the deaths Monday San Jose, Calif., when police
Hale, Miss Erin Montgomery, were
demonstrators
with
of four Kent State undergrad- fought
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Erwin, Mr. miles long by 20 miles deep and
leaving the San Jose State
uates.
and Mrs. 0. C. McLemore, and U. S. fighter-bombers and M.
tillery were working over the
A mob chanting, "Kent State, campus. Witnesses said police
The Kappa Department of the Bryan Tolley. Visitors were area as tank
Dr. C. S. Lowry will be the
forces crunched
Kent State," burned an ROTC forced the protesters back with speaker at the meeting of the
Mrs.
Barnes,
Ruble
Norman
Murray Woman's Club will
forward through the jungles.
building at Washington Univer- clubs and chemical sprays.
More than 140 Murray Rotar- led by Mrs. Maxine Clark and meet at 7:30 tonight (Tuesday) Klapp, and Max Hurt.
Delta
Department
of
the
MurStudents at Syracuse University in St. Louis, Mo., then
The Se San River Front 220
at the club house. Hollis Miller
ray Woman's Club to be held ians, their wives and guests Will Mrs. Richard Farrell.
Marched toward the city's arm- sity early today were reported
Nat Ryan HUghes, a member of the University Church of
Miles Northwest of Saigon;
tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 at the observe the club's annual "Robarricading all roads leading-to
tary Ann Night," Thursday at of the Murrarveab Mtlires Christ is the scheduled speaker
B-52 bombers Softittleci tsp fdle
club house:
Studenth occupied buildings the campus. Police said winarea•with raid after raid and
Serving as hostesses will be
Hostesses for the meeting Ken-Lake Iiotel, beginning at sent governor of Rotary District
dows
were
being
shattered
in
at the University of Nebraska,
671, and Vernon Shown, presi- Mesdames James Sullivan, Dale
the Americans and South Viet6:30 p.m.
Mesdames
Graves
Sledd,
were
the University of Rochester, the many buildings. A 'fire earlier
dent of the club, also 'will ap- Cochran,'James Edwin„King,
namese went in today by heliJoe Nell Rayburn, A. D. BatterW. G. (Bill) Hardy, past preUniversity of Virginia and at Monday evening damaged the
copters, backed by long range
and Will D. Thornton.
worth, Mavis McCamish, Clinton sident of the Shively, Ky., Ro- pear on the program.
Claremont College near Los school's bookstore.
Ronald Churchill is in charge
Debbie Mount, daughter of artillery and aizstrikee. No heRowlett, and Miss Hazel Tarry.
tary Club and 1962-68 presi- of the program. Special gifts
Angeles.
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Carroll W. avy fighting was reported.
dent of the National Funeral also will be presented to each
Scores of University of MaryThe Se San River front op
Guy; Route 8, Murray, will asONE CITED
Directors Association, will be Rotary Ann presenL
land students were injured by
sume the following responsibil- posite Pleiku is the prinicpal
One
person
was
cited
by
the
subHis
speaker.
canisters
and
the
principal
tear
gas
exploding
ities at Maryville College, Mary- Communist invasion route into
The Murray Rotary Club, in
Murray Police Department on ject will be "Straws is The
one sustained a buckshot wound
ville, Tennessee for the 1970-71 the Central Highlands..The area
its 47th year, was founded on
Monday.
This
for
was
driving
Wind."
in the leg as police battled 5,school year: Sophomore aide, or is one of steep mountains and
April 4, 1924, in a meeting held
while
intoxicated.
as
Ed Chrisman will serve
006 students blocking traffic by
Mrs. La Verne C. Ryan, Murdormitory counselor for Fresh- heavy jungles and could produce
in the private dining room cf
toastmaster with special music the Bon-Ton Cafe, located at the
busy U.S. 1 near Washington, ray, received an Ward of apmen women, library aide, and the heaviest fighting of the
West
Kentucky:
Sunny
and
being provided by Larrie Clark, time on the south side of Main
D. C. Gov. Marvin Mandel de preciation for ten years of sermember of the newly organized campeign.
bright
today.
Clear
and
cool
toa baritone voice instructor at Street immediately west of the
clued a state of emergency and vice to Phi Beta Lambda businight. Wednesday continued women's drill team.
Murray State University, and Elmus Beale Hotel.
ordered the National Guard tc ness bitten:city at the organizeMiss Mont,
1969 graduate
sunny and pleasant. High today
Mrs.
Kathy
Farrell
Berry,
a
SO'
curfew.
enforce a
tion's state ccavention.
The first nominating commit- and Wednesday 70s and low of Calloway County -High School,
accompanprano. They will be
Set Two Fires
Mrs. Ryan, currently state adtee was composed of V. C. Stub- 90s. Lows tonight in the 50s. was awarded each of these posOne thousand University of visor, itm been a escuity memitions recently on a competitive
Dr. James A. Parr, chairman
blefield, J. E. Vause and Dr.
Wisconsin students set fires it ber of Murray Slate University of the Department of Modern
basis. Maryville is a coeducat0. B. Irvan. After it had unEXTENDED
OUTLOOK
two campus buildings. Mob: for five yews. She maned both Fcceign Languages at Murray
ional, Presbyterian college
animously voted to organize a
roaming the campus chanted the B. & and K. A. degrees at State, has been awned by the
Murray Rotary Club, the com- Extended outlook for Ken- rated near Knoxville, TennesMiss Kathy Lockhart, daugh"Remember Kent." Seven stud MSU.
President of the --Mosisep Langmittee then submitted the tucky Thursday through Satur- see.
ter of Mrs. Evelyn Lockhart,
ents were arrested and twc
uage Aareociation of America to
was crowned Circle K Sweetnames of the following to the day:
youths were hospitalized.
a six-member commission to
club as the Board of Directors: Dry and warm Thursday and
heart of the Kentucky-Tennesan
Demonstrators burned
survey the employment inhalsee District in Chattanooga,
0. T. Hale, E. J. Beale, G. B Friday until scattered showers
Army truck,, and raised a bias
er-al in English and modern forTenn. on May 2.
Scott, T. H. Stokes, Ben Grogan or thundershowers begin north
ing American flag over the UM
aid lazinaagenCharles H. Moore and 0. L. portions late Friday and spread
versity of California at BerkeThe commission will hold Its
Miss Lockhart represent the
Beren.
over the state Saturday. Low
ley.
initial meeting on May 11 at
MSU Circle K Club in the conFrom its number, the board temperatures in the 40s ThursOne thousand students marchMLA headquarters in New York
then named 0. T. Hale as the day, 50s Friday and .60s Saturtest and will represent the Kened from New York State UniChty.
first president, with Elmus day. High temperatures in the
tucky-Tesnessee District at the
to
the
Plattsburgh
versity at
Parr was recently elected secInternational Circle K meeting
Beale vice-president, 0. L. Bo- 70s Thursday and mostly 80s
city's Federal Building. They
retary of the Kentucky Conferto be held in New Orleans on
ren, secretary, and G. B. Scott, Friday and Saturday.
said they would not allow emence of the American AssociaAugust 23.
treasurer.
. 'ployes to enter today.
tion of University' Pr•ofessors
365.9,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
members
.Twenty 'charter
Five hundred chanting deand a member of the National
Miss Lockhart is a freshman,
made up the club at its onset, up I O.
monstrators invaded the S a n
Council of Alpha Chi, national
Below dam 326.5, down 2.2,
six of whom are still living: H.
majoring in sociology, at MurFrancisco City Hall and tossed
scholastic honorary.
ray State and is an active memB. Bailey, Oliver L. Boren, John no gates open.
police.
at
bottles
rocks and
A•volume edited-by Professor
Bailthey Lake, 7 a. m. 385.2,
C. McElraths John McNess Rowber of B.S.U. where she reThere were nine arrests.
Parr titled "Critical Essays 00
•
lett, Vern*ri C. Stubblefield and up 10.
ceived an appointment to OklaWhite House police cleared
the Life and Work of Juan Ruiz
homa City as a summer missionJoel E. Vause.
_ the stdewalk. in front_ of llte
. Alarcon" was-accepted -dia
Whiter ,TYam 332,7: stationary
-0fily-Slaibblefield TS still ill
. White House ot 150 students
April by Editorial Dos Contin—
n rtne--"J-38, st.nsiet
Refiii—rnel'of the Mb.
Kent State
ents of Madrid. The book will
protesting the
m sets 831 p in.
The other charter members,
She is president of Alpha
appear in late 1970 or early
deaths. Novelist Norman Mailer
now deceased. included: E. J.
Gamma Delta, an honorary sorVC G. Hardy
1971.
asked the clowd. if you were
'
_Kathy Lockhart.
ority_ for, freshman. women-,
(Continued on Page Six)
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Miss Madrey Named
Miss Future Business
Teacher of Kentucky

Senior Citizens Club Elects New
Officers; Max Hurt Is Speaker

Hazel Woman's Club
Awarded Certificate

Campuses Across
Nation Boil Over
Kent State Melee

Dr. C. S. Lowry To
Be Delta Speaker

Debbie Mut- Awarded
Positions At College

Award Given To
Mrs. La Verne Ryan

WEATHER REPORT

Kathy Lockhart Named
Circle K Sweetheart
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The following editorial was written by W. Bryant Williams,
Publisher of the Paris, Tennessee. Post-Intelligencer.

"Thirty"

lb

The newspaper profession has produced some great
editors some outstanding publishers and journalistic
experts of varying degrees, but the greatest
newspaperman that this writer has ever known died early
Saturday evening.
W. Percy Williams was a "born" newspaperman. He
loved the profession and was a firm believer that "the pen
is mightier than the sword."
To him, freedom of the press was a sacred trust,
guaranteed in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution. To
him, it was a guarantee that as an editor he would be
privileged and allowed to print the truth. He considered
freedom of the press as a precious possession of the
people, and he was ever mindful and respectful of the
enormous power of the printed word and the responsibility
that was his to disseminate the news.
W. Percy Williams had the quality that made him a
great editorial writer. He was completely honest. There
was not a hypocritical bone in his body. He had the courage
of his convictions and when he made a statement or wrote
a sentence, it came truthfully from his heart only after
careful consideration. And when he thought he was right
he would not flinch or yield in the face of the fiercest
opposition.
He was a man of decision and when he made it he did not
waver. His decision in 1927 to leave Alabama, where most
of his children were born, and move to Tennessee was one
that he never regretted. He loved Paris and dedicated 43
years of his life toward doing what he could to make it a
better community. He fought entrenched politicians
through his editorial column to bring about changes for
the better, and did it in -the lean years when bare survival
was an ever-present ciaapanion.
He was a man of keen insight, both in editorial and
business affairs. His razor-sharp mind could cut through
the fat of the most complex situations and almost
instantly arrive at the correct conclusion. He insisted on
accurate and honest reporting.
W. Percy Williams was a patriotic American. He loved
the Flag of the United States and began many years ago to
run the Stars and Stripes each day on the front page of this
newspaper, underlined by the motto of his country, "In
God We Trust." He loved his church and he loved his
family.
Though partially disabled several years ago by illness
and failing sight, he maintained a keen interest in local,
national and world affairs. His tette and companion
through 58 years of marriage read to him daily and the
nature of his visual defect permitted him to see television.
He never missed a news telecast, and was indeed
watching a news special early Saturday evening when the
one Great Scorer wrote "Thirty" to his mortal career.
We shall miss our father who has been our counselor
and our advisor for all these many years. We cannot fill
his shoes because he left tracks too large for us to match.
We can simply do the best we can with the talents God
gave us. And this we shall do, attempting to live up to the
slogan that appears at the top of our editorial column each
day:
"Here shall the press, the people's rights maintain,
unaw'd by influence and unbrib'd by gain."

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE.

By United Press International
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gon in Washington shows a
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"WHERE ITS AT'
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*ENDS TODAY*
DIsney's "THE COMPUTER
WORE TENNIS SHOES"

Radio Station At Murray
State To Go On Air May 11

,IUMAAARAX„I‘11,400,

Starts Tomorrow

be presented in stereo. The projected completion date for the
new facility is February of 1971.
WKNLS-FM will be covering a
primary area encompassing about 515,000 pedple within a
•
Dr. Ray Mofteld, chairman 75-mile radius. Secondary coverage will expand the total
"Mark Twain: An Evening of while Marc is a graduate stu- of the department of communi- number to 800,000 in Kentucky,
cations and station general manSocial Comment," featuring Dr. dent in communications.
ager, said the application for a Illinois, Missouri, Indiana and
C. S. Lowry as Mark Twain, will
Miss Hutson, a sophomore malicense and a request Tennessee.
station
be presented at Murray Stata joring in speech and drama, is
To be mounted on the
test authority —
program
for
University, May 13, 14 and 15. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
which means going on the air WKMU-W tower at FarmingDr. Lowry, a professor emer- Dan Hutson, Olive Blvd., while
ton some 500 feet above iv:witus of political science at Mur- Compton is the son of Mr. and with regular programming — age terrain, the antenna for
with the Federal
filed
were
ray State, retired in 1988 after Mrs. John Compton, Sunny
Commission the new station will be circu43 years as a member of the Lane. He is a freshman pre- Communications
larly polarized to offer both
Monday.
faculty. In 1984, he was named pharmacy major.
He said Dr. Harry M. Sparks, horizontal and vertical radiathe "Distinguished Professor of
Murray state president, and tion.
the Year" by the University's
Effective radiated power for
•Selections to be read will in- other university officials will
alumni, and a three-story add- clude: "The
Celebrated Jumping be invited to take part in the the station, which will operate
ition to the University library Frog of Calaveras County," "Letinaugural broadcast at 3 pm. on a frequency of 912 megahas been named in his honor.
ters from the Earth," "Adam's If the FCC approves the re- cycles, will be 13,000 watts.
Sponsored by Pi Phi Delta, a Diary and Eve's Diary," an
The program format will be
newly-organized honorary oral "Italian Tour Guides" from "InDetails for the dedication largely of the serious music
interpretation society for stu- nocents Abroad."
ceremony at the temporary stu- type, plus coverage of univer- cuairrFlUltltUAU In COLO
dents in communications areas,
dios in Wilson Hall on the sity news and events. Among
NO ONE UNDER 17
the program will be presented
campus are being worked out the programs to originate on
Graduate
students
involved
in
in the Little Chapel of Wrather
WILL Mt ADMITTED
by station manager Robert Ho- campus will be many of the rethe
production
include:
Hall, beginning at 8 p.m. each
citals and concerts of the de,.
Cecelia Quncan and Carol ward, assistant professor of partment of music at
evening.
the unispeech and faculty adviser to
Cracraft,
Benton;
Mrs.
Hilda
Tickets will be on sale in
versity.
station,
and
his
staff.
the
Bentley,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Hwei-Jea
the lobby of the Waterfield StuContracts have also been sign"We'll just have to go ahead
dent Union Building May 5 Yang, Taipei, Taiwan, China;
ed for the full leased wire serplanning
even
though
the
with
through 15 from 8:30 asn. to Mrs. Polly Zanetta and Marc
there is a possibility the FCC vices of United Press Internat3:00 p.m. at 61.00 each, or re- Hayes, Murray; John Dale, Par- might hold up the proceedings,' ional.
is,
Tenn.;
and
Stacy
Myers,
Sparservations may be made by callBesides serving the univerMofield noted.
ing John Dale at 762-2848. Tic- ta, Tenn.
He explained that FCC rules sity community and other listEvolving
from
a
class
prokets also may be purchased at
inject some uncertainty into the eners in the area with programs
the door one half-hour before ject, all equipment, settings and birth of new stations because not generally available on comlighting
fixtures
needed for the
the program begins.
they require holders of con- mercial stations, a primary put,-'
Produced and directed by performance have been made struction permits to ask
for a pose of the station will be to
graduate students in Readers by the students with limited
time
at
least
10
days
in train students to take jobs in
sign-on
Theatre Seminar, a course in financial assistance from Pi Phi advance. However, the comm- the broadcasting industry.
the Department of Communica- Delta.
Regular broadcast hours for
Dr. Betty Hinton, a professor ission usually does not wire its at least the first year will be 4
tions, the program also will inapproval until about one day aof
speech
at
the
University,
has
clude reading selections from
to 10 pm. The station will not
head of that date, he said.
the famous humorist's works by the over-all supervision for the
Mofield said completion of ordinarily broadcast on Sunproduction.
six students at the University:
tests and construction came af- days.
Marcia and Marc Hayes, Ada
ter more than a year of "feversue Hutson and Steve Compton,
ish work hampered by frustratThere -are :13,688 tree farms
all of Murray; Mary Ann
ing setbacks."
in the llnited States certiKed
Cerulean, and Terry Gillikin, Horne Finniehed?
All equipment is designed for Iiy the American Forest institCoventry, Conn.,
IlF;J.IK1 (L PI)
stereo but the station will broadte.
Marcia and Marc 'Hayes are are decreasing in Finland. I I,c
r,ist monaural for about a year
* *
the daughter and son of Dr. amber of horses in the ILMAiltrs
until a move can lie made to
and Mrs. James T. Hayes, Bel- at the end-of 1961fwas.1111.110i1
the new studios atop the fine
There
we
re
-31)4 banking facimonte Drive. Marcia is a fresh- a drop of 1:1,(1(El horn the pr,
arts addition now under con- lities in Hong Kong at the end
man English and speech major, ear:
struction. Programs will then of 1969,

Dr. C. S. Lowry To Be
Featured As "Mark Twain"
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Quality
durable press clothes
look even better with
our Sanitone drycleaning.

DA LAT°

Colors come back brighter
than ever Fabrics are softer
with more body. That's what
Sanitone drycleaning does for
them—that washing can't. Try
us and see.

SOUTH
VIET NAM
a...OMEN
14.0A
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ferniwe Sfostrr levyironer
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fax, Montreal and Toronto.
The survey wag prepared over
a two-year period by the Addiction !teacart+ Foundation here.
It also showed that 6.9 per
rent of all high school students
recorded smoked marijuana.

•

woos
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TAU

China

Sea
Me ono
River
Delta
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0
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Phone 753-1272
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
Will Get It —Orli Can't Be RAW
We Wawa It
_

ot•IV,tistp.-=-4

Murray State University is
planning to go on the air with
its new student-operated radio
station — WICKS-FM — on
May 11.

W. Otis Ward of Paducah. well known here, died suddenly in
Chicago.
The Liberty Bell is coming to Murray on behalf of the Independerve ,akings Bond Drive on June 19. •
Walt Disney's "Dumbo" is playing at the Varsity Theatre.
The Paris District Itally of the Methodist Youth Fellowship
will be held May 8 at the Wesley Foundation Student Center.

WALUS- DRUG

Irif SATRE

;11

Wednesday )1
-645;13
-67Zi-liinnrzo.ar,00,41 .

photo released by the Penta-

Viet Cong Claymore mine set
up for firing that was found in "Parrot's Beali" in Cambodia.

LEDGER•TIMES FILM

times more likely to try I.S1)
than students who don't use the
drug. according to a survey conducted in high schools in Flab-

zwwwwwwwwww044
z onsvw
MURRAY
-IN

WEDNESJAY EVE NING PROGRAMS
09

20 Years Ago Today

row NT() P1) _ student,.
who •
mari.uana are (,2

WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
U.S. Agriculture Department
(USDA( Monday banned certain
uses of the weed killer 2.4.5-T,
which is suspected of having
the potential to cause human
birth defects.
USDA gave the manufacturers 30 days to recall products
that contain 2,4,5-T and are
used around the home and on
vegetables, fruits and grains
grown for human consumption.

A thought for the day: Greek
poet Pindar said, "Longer than
deeds liveth the words."

4
5

The Tappan Company's two year $.3.000,000 expansion program to increase production capacity is nearing completion with
the incorporating of a new foundry operation into their production system.
Donna Ruth Grogan of Murray High School was, winner of
the Calloway County 4-H Club Dress Revue. '
- •• L. W. Smith was installed as president of the MurrayJunior
Chamber of Commerce at the banquet held at the Triangle Inn.
The roster for the Little League teams was released today
by the managers of the clubs.
-

Marijuana to LSD

Today is Tuesday. May 5 the
125th day of 1970 with 240 to
follow.
The moon is new.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus. Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1821 Napoleon Bonaparte
of France died in exile on the
Isle of Saint Helena,
In 1847 the American Medical
Association was founded in
Philailelphis
In 1925 biology teacher John
Scopes of Dayton. Tgsm., was
arrested tor teaching evolution
In violation of a state law.
In 1961 Alan Shepard rocketed 115 miles from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., to becomc
America's first space explorer.

BANS WEED KILLER

PAGE TI

wiles

AMERICAN TROOPS PUSH INTO CA/WhiaDIA:hq•settiOlir,
classic Woe Id War II-tyis invasion. at Iia.t 4.100 Atm.!,
troops have pushed into Cartitio,ha to 1.111511
,
North yietnanies

Aft:.

riing

Vietnam. In announcing his decision .on cambodia I left,
President Nixon conceded the political risks, but said hi
would rattle' be a one-term Presidesit than serve two trim.
'at the cost of seeing AMU? s'a .lit.1111111. a eticiind-1:tie pow'-,

SPECIAL

*

(April 28-May 9)
---

PANTS or
SLACKS-011455C

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

01
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ILLER

Astros even though he gave up
only three hits.
Gary Nolan, a pitcher who's
had arm troubles for two
They used to count the seasons,
boosted his record to
number of times Jim Bouton's 5-0 this year
as the Reds beat
cap fell off his head.
St. Louis. Nolan allowed six hits
But Monday night in Houston, before
being taken out when
Bouton took the cap off his Joe Hague
led off the ninth
head himself and flung it into with a single.
Wayne Granger
the stands. The occasion was a finished up. Lee May
and Pete
six-hitter he pitched to give the Rose both
homered for the
Houston Astros a 7-2 victory Reds, who won
their sixth
over the Chicago Cubs.
straight.
There was a time when a six- Rico Carty extended
his
hitter was nothing special for hitting streak to 23 games
with
Bouton. But then Bouton's arm a run-scoring single
as the
went dead. The fast ball was Braves beat the
Pirates for
gone.
their seventh straight. Carty,
"I had a fair knuckleball who's hit in
every game but the
tonight and everyone of them opener, went l-for-3 as
his
had a little something but it average dipped from
.435 to
was good defense that saved .432. Carty said he's
"not
me," he said. "We made the excited" about the
streak,
key double plays and we're "What good would it be to
hit
getting the breaks."
in 100 straight if we were
He said his throwing his hat losing? Winning's
what counts."
into the stands was, a spot). Pitcher Jim Nash and Orlando
taneous gesture.
Cepeda horn er ed for the
In the only other two games Braves.
In the
majors, Cincinnati
downed St. Louis, 7-3, and
Drawing cards
Atlanta beat Pittsburgh, 5-3.
Bill Hands who had won
NEW
YORK (UPI)-Tho'
first four decisions, suffered his National and American football
first loss of the season in his leagues set an attendance record
six-inning stint against th of 12,567,501 in their last season as separateleagues in 1969.
VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer

the manufacturecall products
,4,5-T and are
e home and on
its and grains
in consumption.
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PLAYERS TRADED

EAST. DIVISION
Wee Lest
14
5
13
I
12
9
12 11
13
12
9 12
WEST DIVISION
14
7
Minnesota
14
C•litornia
II
13
Oakland
9 13
Chicago
I 14
Kansas Citv
5 19
Milwaukee

Pd. OA.
.634 ....
.619
Vs
.571.
LW
.522
imt
.520
2's
.429
449

I

.667
.636
.458
.409
.344
.208

.
Y's
4s7
5',4
6444
11P1

Yesterday's Results
Today's Games

No games scheduled.

New York (Bahnsen 2.21 at Oakland
Hunter 4-21, night.
Washington (Brunet 1.31 at Colitornia
Messersmith 3-2), night.
Boston (Siebert 1.)) at Milwaukee
Brabender 1-3), night.
Cleveland (Chance 1.21 alisi Chica05
John 1.)1, night.
Minnesota (Tient (e) at Detroit (Lolich
4-2). night.
Kansas City (Butler 2.1) at Baltimore
Phoebus 1-1). night.

National League
EAST DIVISION
Wee Lest Pct. 0.11
13
7 -650
It
31
11
II .500 3
10 10 .500 3
6 IS .286 7W
DIVISION

ChIcago
New York
Pfilladetohla
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Montreat
WEST
Atlanta
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Houston
San Diego

IS

-11V-11---1% 6
6
12 14 .462 71.1
10 15 .400 9
9 16 .360 10

Yesterday's Results
Atlanta S. Pittsburgh 3
Cincinnati 7, St. Louis 3
Houston 7, ChicaL2
Orstv Nunes
glad,

Today's _Games
San
Francisco (N~teon 1-2) at
Montreal (5104serriNV 1-4). night.
Los Angittes,Ce
New York
t.
(Ryan 2-1)
ntor(nl 1-4) at Philadeli
San Dego
anis . (Jackson 1-31, night.
Pittsburgh (Moose 0-2) at Atlanta
(Niekro 2-4). night.
St. LeSuis (CarltOn 1-3) at Cincinnati
(5)cnagon 4-11, night
/casco (Jenkins
2-3) at
Houstcr
or 41). night_

1-0 at

imply iunazin'

Now you knot

ST. LOUIS (UPI)-St. sEou▪ is

NEW YORK (UPI)-The New
NEW
ORLEANS (UPI)-Cardinal slugger Richje-* Allen ork Meta rise from ninth place
Guard Norm Davis and safety
says he prefers taste called n 1968 to the world championBo Burls were traded by the
"Richard' or "Dick," but wears 14 in 1969 represents a feat
New Orleans Saints to- the
bracelet wity.4he inscription nprecedented
in
baseball
Philadelphia Eagles Monday for "Richie." '
istory.
safety Joe scarpati and an
undisclosed draft choice.
Scarpati, who joined the
Eagles as a free agent six
years ago, intercepted a total of
24 passes with Philadelphia,
including a league-leading total
of eight in 1966.

TEENPLAY

Knicks Beat LA,
Reed May Be Out

"West hurt his shooting hand
during the game and we had to
'freeze' the pain away."
Bradley, who put the Knicks
NEW YORK (UPI)- X-rays
in front for good at 93-91 with
of Willis Reed's right hip today
5:19 to play in the game, said:
could provide the key to the
of us wanted to win it for
"AU
keep runninvahd in the end
New York Knicks' chances
By MILTON RICHMAN
Willis. We all pulled together. It
that
beat
them.
is
what
BasNational
clinching
the
for
Ky.-Randy
Oliver
MURRAY,
UPI Sports Writer
effort at both
Stallrfth was particularly struck out 19 batters and gave ketball Association playoff was a terrific
ends. It had to be, I don't
twelve
des.M.fing
in
the
final
NEW YORK (UPI}-The New
up a single hit as he hurled the championship in Los Angeles believe in miracles."
York Knicks gazed at Willis r4*tes with ten of his twelve Calloway County Lakers to a Wednesday night.
Dave Stallworth, scoring 10 of
Reed suffered a contusion
Reed, their fallen leader and ints for the night. But he did 5-0 victocy over the visiting Benan
even
guarding
bigger
job
tensor
muscle
and
sprained
ton
Indians,
in
a
game
here
MVP, lying there on the floor
his 12 points in the last quarter,
when he slipped going in for a was the first Knick into the
trying to blink back the pain Chamberlain, holding the Laker Monday.
final
the
in
center
scoreless
and obviously finished- for the
The only hit off Oliver came layup late in the first quarter dressing room after the victory.
night, maybe even for the quarter.
in the sixth inning on a safety Monday night and spent the He was greeted by Reed's
rest of the evening in the upraised clinched fist that said
whole works, and they came to Stallworth did his job and did by the Indians' Mike Fields.
it well. Everything the Lasers
dressing room listening to a more than a thousand words.
a rather natural conclusion.
Kevin
Murphy
collected
two
They figured they were all lid in that fbal quarter went hits for the Lakers, incluiiing a play-by-play report of New
naywire. They scored only 18
victory
done. That's right, kaput.
home run. Alan Adams also York's incredible 107-100
Points.
that gave the Knicks a 3-2
They gave up.
banged out two hits.
_
- _
series lead.
Maybe that doesn't quite "We just fell apart,"
S EXEMPTION
Calloway County is now 4-5
"I don't think the X-rays will
square with Monday night's Jerry West, "I'm not surthey on the season and will host
that
do
could
the
Knicks)
James
anything,"
Dr.
show
final score at Madison Square
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Dick
South Marshall Thursday.
Garden when they eventually again, but they did it. You Santee ------000 000 0-0 1 0 Parks said confidently to New Lotz has won exemption from
credit. We Calloway Counts 101 101 w,-0 5 3 York Coach Red Holzman. If
the
give
'em
gotta
came from far back to wallop
all qualifying for the 70th U.S.
Renee and Owen& Oliver and Or
the plates show no fracture, Open championship by
the Los Angeles Lakers,107-100, Just died."
borne.
placing
chance
Reed
will
there's
a
good
and go ahead, three games to'third in a newly devised point
Heat
will
sixth
game.
play
the
two for the NBA title in one of s
system
of the U.S. Golf
be applied constantly to the Association,
the most exciting naiketball
and
all day today
area
contests of the past ten years,
Tuesday.
but the only possible explanaThe Knick dressing room was
tion for what the Knicks did is
bedlam as players rushed in to
maybe they forgot they gave
hug Reed and shout "We did 4 CLAIMS CRIDER
uPfor you, Willis!"
The Knicks weren't the only
New York recovered from a
ones who felt it was goodbye ANAHEIM (UPI)-.The Los
CHICAGO (UPI)- The Chicaneeded that help as the lead
ballgame after Reed came tip Angeles Stars took a 2-1 lead in changed hands 37 times and the 53-40 halftime deficit with a 1-3- go White Sox Monday claimed
Bill
suggested
by
offense,
1
with that severe muscle contu- the American Basketball Asso- score was tied 20 times, It
righthander Jerry Crider from
sion in his right hip late in the ciation Western Divi,pon play- wasn't until the start of the Bradley during intermission, the Tucson farm club.
defense
that
and played a rigid
first quarter.
offs Monday, but even more fourth period when the Rockets
The Sox optioned righthanded
There wasn't a soul in the than that, they found aplace suffered a four minute dry spell limited Los Angeles to 26 shots pitcher Gene Rounsaville to
second half. Wilt
the
sellout crowd of 19,500 who'd where they could draw a crowd without a basket that the Stars in
Tucson to replace him.
Chamberlain, who scored 18 in
give you an inflated nickel tor -Anaheim,
drew out to a lead that reached
Jerry
half,
and
the
opening
the Knicks chances at that While the group that started 13 points. s,
West, with 16 in the first 24
time, especially since they were three years ago in Anaheim as
Center Craig Raymond,
down
ten
points already, the Amigos was dropping the whose 24 points and six blocked minutes, were held to four
weren't shooting particularly Denver Rockets, 119-113, 4,468 shots were a major factor in points each in the second half.
MEN NEEDED
well and both Wilt Chamberlain fans were in the stands. It was the game, was as enthusiastic "We couldn't get the ball to
In this area to train as
and Jerry West looked as if an increase of 1,000 over their about the crowd as they were Chamberlain under the pressure they were putting on us,"
they had come to play.
best Los Angeles Sports Arena of him.
said Laker Coach Joe Mullaney.
Dave Stallworth was One or crowd.
have
wonderful
to
really
"It's
the Knicks who had that sinking Coach Bill Sharman was crowds like that. It really*
feeling when Reed was ushered exeitm by the crowd, citing it maket a difference. We've been number of occasions in which
to the team's dressing room -by as a factor in the game. "It playing all year without a home the Rockets "overpassed."
The Stars carry their 2-1
trainer Danny Whelan and was the best fan sepport we've court advantage."
LEARN To euv CATTLE.
nobody
who - knows
about had all year-the biggest and
Raymond's presence helped series lead to Long Beach for
HOGS AND SHEEP
st kale barns teed lots, and
Stallworth will ever question his most enthusiastic. It's what to neutralize the effectiveness the fourth game in the Sports
terms
We prefer to train men 21moxie, because he made it all we've needed all year- the of ABA Most Valuable Player Arena tonight. Saturday the
35 with livestock lixaelience
the way back after being not home court advantage. Without Spencer Haywood and his 37 series returns to Denver.
For local interview, write age,
Phone. address and background.
In the ABA Eastern Division
two years with a heart fans you don't have it. It was a points and 22 rebounds.
National Meat Packing
condition.
Denver Coach Joe Belmont finals. Indiana leads Kentucky,
big tactor in the game,"
236 E. Town
With Reed out, the Lukens
All the way to the start of the felt his team made too manyl9.-1, with the fourth game set
Columbus, Ohio 43215
changed their tactics and tried fourth
errors including a for tonight at Kentucky.
quarter. the Stars mental
ball in to
get
the
to
Chamberlain, but they forgot to

Sports Parade

Oliver Pitches
One-Hitter In
Laker Victory

By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer

tars Take 2-1 Lead
In ABA P1
ayoffs Mond
- ay

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

UNDERGOES SURGERY
CH1CAG9 (UPI)- Offensive
guard II6ward Mudd of the
Chicago Bears underwent minor
surgery on his knee Monday to
repair a damaged cartilage.
No cast was required and
Mudd is expected to be ready
for the first day of training
`camp.
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American League
Baltimore
Detroit
Boston
Washington
Nesv York
Cleveland
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Bouton Pitches Six Hitter To
Standin
s
Give Ask's 1-2 Win Over Cubs
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Great Cigarillos
TIMED OR REGULAR

That's Casey
11/111‘
CaSeV

(11'1) When

Stengel agreed It,

ork %lets ton •:ei,t. 29,
1961. lie spent :10 minute, talking Assiut hint hasp lie
tis
IN' nun g the NeN tort. K III I.erbockers.
*
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5/23$
fide Trade
5/21*
Pt TAX IF ANY

"COYOTE" TO HOWL AT INDY -A. J. Foyt, three-time winner of the Indianapolis "500- auto race, checks over in
Houston one of his $75,000 Ford-powered Coyote race ears
as it is being loaded for shipment to Indianapolis for the
Memorial Day race. Foyt will have four ears hut only two
-will he ritried in the "5165"

so KIN°
"EDWARD
Americe's LarfAmi &Owe Cigar

Join Your Ford Dealer's
Economy Drive!

Computerized baseball
NEW YORK
PI) F.1.1;11(;.
and Harlan
p.trttiers in Computer Reseal-.It III
Sports, Inc.,
I*11111.111 ,-fizesi baseball games in arris uit..11
"I'laVer Win Averal.jes,- the
sig11;111.dot new bas;eball
in recent baseball
•Is'

When youkc„,sick

you seek professional- help from a.

doctor, not a variety store.
When you have' paint problems or

home decoration

needs, you should seek help from a professional paint

Deflation
• NEU NORF.(I PI)
tone. infielder-outfielder
t•I tfielluirstori sestrus alter iTie
1969 season, -said his last
from ii
Nw
ork -,.t,lt-us
amounted to $26 altyr
ankees took out all of bi- Ii

romsNO 4100111731400F
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store!

People Who Specialize

In

All-around leader
ST. LINTS (11°f) Stan Mu-Sal, (twiner St. Louis Cardinal
prat, is the all-time National
League leader in seven, baiting
departments games lila% ell. at
'bats, nuns, hits, double's, total
bases and runs-hatted -in.

Your

Needs . . . Not A
Variety Store!

PAINT SALE!
GLIDDEN WALL PAINT

FREE! One 9" Paint Set with one gallon of paint
•

at regular price ... one per culioAttr.

4111 Maple Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

St

NI, franchises
7NF.1% 'Milk (1 PI) 't Isdal
of 28 eitis,lime held frans siises
ft the \ Mal 1 XVII, ,,11111.
1 900

Smokey's friends
don't play with matches.

Adbk.
NOW

gal $4•50

HUGHES PAINT STORE

tS

TORINO

* * *

7eg- SP7
1LI $1.98

OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT

FallatANE 500 2.0000 144POTOP

Get the buy of the yearpn the Car of theYear!
Torino. 14 models including, your Ford Dealer's lowest-priced
hardtop-- specially equipped at a sale price.
Performance, high style and outstanding engineering won Motor
Trend's "Car of the Y,ear- competition for the entire Torino line.
From the economical Fairlane 500 Hardtop to the sizzling Torino GT
to the luxurious Torino Brougham, there's a "Car of the Year- for
every kind of driver -and every hind of budget.
All 14 models offer you features that you won't find on other
intermediate-stre tars The Torino gives yo g a longer wheelbase
(117')to smooth your ride .A wider track (605'front, 60' rear).to grip
the road firmly, corner tightly Concealed windshield wipers. Curved
side glass Unitized body And the wind-shaped sleekness of

aerodynamic styling. Ford's smooth-running 250 CID Six is standard.
Or . you can take your choice of six great V-8's, including a mighty
351 CID V-8 that runs on regular gas.
Right now, your Ford Dealer's offering Economy Drive savings on
specially equipped, specially priced Fairlane
500's. Your Ford
Dealer's lowest-priced hardtop, it comes with dual racing mirrors
color-keyed carpeting . .. wheel covers
white sidewall tires
and, if you like, a Vinyl roof .
all at a low sale puce Come see
Torino, Mustang, Falcon, Maverick and all the other money-saving
cars on display du(ing yOur Ford Dealer's big Economy Drive,

See Your FOrd Dealer for America's Biggest Choice Of Economy Cars.

.PARKER FORD,INC. MURRALKY.
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Parker-Grp,* Engagement

She's uncomfortable
at family. reunions
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I became engaged to a man ril call
Frank. He had been divorced for 3 years when I met him.
His "ex" married shortly thereafter.
My problem is the close family ties Frank maintains
with his ex-wife's people. Especially his ex-wife's sister. This.
sister keeps calling Frank to tell him her troubles. She
invites him to all the family "reunions" and he goes.
One evening Frank took me to this ex-sister-in-law's
house and I felt uncomfortable all the while. She looks like
Frank's ex-wife and all the talk was about "family" and
mutual friends. I didn't knew any et these people and sit
there like a wart on a pickle.
I have told Frank that I didn't see where his keeping in
touch with his "ex's" family was ethical. He said he saw
nothing wrong with it. [They had no chi dren.I Am I wrong
to feel this way? What should I do? FRANK'S FIANCEE

Tuesday, May 5
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hail
at seven p.m.
• ••
The Goshen United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
•••
The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet at the social hall of the
church at 9:30 a.m. Mrs. Gene
Lovins will be the guest speak-er. The executive board will.
meet after the program meetMa.
• ••
The Annie Armstrong Group
of the First raptist Church
WMS will meet at the Murray
Convalescent: Home at seven
PAL
•••
The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Harold Evenmeyez as the speaker. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Graves Sladd,
Joe Nell Rayburn, A. D. Butterworth, Mavis McCamish, Clinton Rowlett, and Miss Hazel
Tarry.
•• •

DEAR FIANCEE: I'd take a long hard look at a man
who persisted in hanging on to "family" ties long after these
ties were legally severed. Especially knowing it makes Ms
fiancee uncomfortable.

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Hollis Miller will be the speaker. Hostesses are Mesdames
James Sullivan, Dale Cochran,
James Edwin King, and Will D.
Thornton.
• ••
.4_
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May Fellowship Day Is Observed Friday
With Luncheon At Local Church

Max Hurt, Kirksey United Methodist Church, and also representatives of the Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church.

The observance of May Fel- ives of the seven participating
lowship Day was held by Church churches presented at the altar
Women United at the First thirty kits assembled for chilEVERY GRAVE
Christian Church on Friday dren of migrant workers soon
morning followed by a potluck to be in the Purchase area for
luncheon.
strawberry season. This is a
Mrs. Corbett Farless, president project for all CWU Councils in
prothe
said
CWU,
the Purchase area.
of the local
gram served as an emphasis
and
and impetus to creative
A report was made on the
healing relations among people participation of Church Women
Since MIN
In every community.
United in the cooking, sewing,
One of the highlights of its land Headstart classes at Dougprogram was folk mimic by
las Center.
Claude Burdikof and Rum SchVisitors other than from memUnited
the
represecting
BUILDIERS OF FINE
midt,
ber
churches included Sister
House,
Coffee
MEMORIALS
Campus Ministry
Anna Louise, Roman Catholic
University.
Peeler White • Manager
Murray State
graduate
counseling
student
at
The scripture reeding from Murray State University,
-III Maple St. 753-2512
Ira.
Acts 16:13-40 was dramatised
by Mesdames Charles Archer,
John Hine, and Dossie Wheatley, representing the women
who spent the Sabbath on a rivlErt'S RING
erbank outside the city Phillip,
Miss Patricia Ann Parker
one of whom was the Main
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Parker, 600 South 16th Street, Murray. business woman, Lydia.
Mrs. Gayle Egnor, a co-chairannounce the engagement of their daughter, Patricia Ann, to
Loren James Green, son of Mr. and Mrs. George Green of Mm- man for the May Fellowship
day, presented a meditation on
stare, Nebraska.
The bride-elect is a graduate of University High School. "Reconciliation" explaining it as
discovering God in encounters
She is now a senior at Murray State University.
Mr. Green is a graduate of Minatare High School and will with people, reaching out in
love to those whose needs are
graduate in August from Murray State University.
exploring
The wedding will take place on Saturday, May 30, at the greater, than ours,
new areas of culture, bridging
home of the bride-elect's parents.
TEE DESIGN IS PATENTED
we NAME IS REGISTER=
the gaps that exist in the hearts
of men.
For her day —Mother's Day
No order, no pay
Mrs. William Britton presentMay 10th
reflect"Appalachia"
film,
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) -- Un- ed a
solicited goods sent through the ing the rural-urban gap, showTwin bands of solid 14 Karat Gold to
!nail are regarded as gifts in ing meaningful encounters with
recall her wedding day . . . with a lusthe mountain people whose herTelcas.
trous
synthetic stone of the month to
enrichment
definite
itage
is
a
The state legislature in 1969
Miss Mass Joette Walker,
of life despite poverty and hardmark the birthday of each of her children
allow
consumers
to
voted
to
bride-elect of Larry Dale Lovett,
ships resulting from industrial
was honored with a delightful- keep such items without any developments, exploitation of rethe
sender
unpay
obligation
to
ly planned household shower
sources, etc., in the tecimologon Thursday, April 30, at six- less the goods were received as ical age.
fide
misbona
thirty o'clock in the evening at the, result of a
Presidents and representatthe home of Mrs. Rudell Parks take.
Sycamore Street, with tfie lovely hostess being Miss Marilyn
Parks.

VALE OF

TEAR GAS
University campus i]
Ohio, school was init

Murray Marble
Works

DEAR ABBY: It's fashionable these days for women to
wear wigs, and I wear one. [Not all the time, but
sometunes.1
Apparently mine looks so natural that people will stop
me on the street and ask, "Are you wearing a wig, or is that
Wednesday, May
your own hair?"
The Cherry Garner Baptist
This is annoying. No matter what I say, their response is - Church WMS will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
always, "It sure LOOKS natural."
•••
Well, if my wig LOOKS so "natural," why do they ask?
The Faxon Mothers Club will
WONDERING
meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
•••
DEAR WONDERING: Because it must not look as
The Flint Baptist Church
"natural" as they say it looks.. If I were you, I'd discount the
WMS will meet at the church
remarks of strangers, and ask a few geed friends.
at 7:30 p.m.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am faced with an important decision.
The ladies day luncheon will
Should I marry the husband I divorced 4 years ago? I know
be served at the Oaks Country
his faults and be knows mine. I am not "lonesome," I don't
Club at 12:15 p.m. Chairmen are
need a meal ticket, and there are no children to consider.
Edith Garrison and Mabel RogHe has brought out the best in me. [Also the worst.] If ers. Other hostesses are Milany of your readers have had the experience of marrying the dred Robertson, Carolyn Adams,
For the special occasion Miss
same man [or woman] more than once, I wish they'd write Margaret Blalock, Martha Bowen, Maxine Scott, Ann Henry, Walker chose a trousseau frock
In. Does it ever work out?
ON THE FENCE
Phayree Cook, Jo Ellison, Saun- of navy and white polyester knit
dra Edwards, Myra Nanny, Mar- with navy accessories. Her corDEAR ON: Readers! Does it?
garet Tidwell, Rachel Hendon, sage, a gift of the hostess, was
Carol Mink, and Mary Cathay. of "white carnations.
DEAR ABBY: Please tell "LONG BEACH WIFE" to get
•••
The honoree opened her many
all her husband's back regarding his wearing a wedding ring,
lovely gifts which included an
and to count her blessings. [She says she knows he's faithful,
avocado electric coffee pot, gift
Thursday, May 7
and she trusts him but she "feels better" when he wears his
f the hostess.
dessert-card party will be
A
wedding ring.l
held by the Welcome Wagon Refreshi...mts of white indiI've been seeing a man for the last 8 years, and he wears
Newcomers Club from 7:30 to vidual wedding cakes topped
a wedding ring. He has for 30 years. I am not proud of it, but
11:30 p.m. at the Student Union with a white rosebud with green
this is the way it has to be. He took it off because it got too
Ballroom, MSU. Tickets are ob- leaves, nuts, and lime sherbert
tight, but his wife had it made larger so now he's wearing it
tained bi a one dollar donation punch were served from the dinfrom club members. Mrs. M. D ing table overlaid with a green
again. But ring or no ring, it made no difference in his
Hassell and Mrs. Jack Keene linen cloth and centered with a
conduct. Some women are such fools! ONE Who KNOWS
are chairmen.
grouping of white wedding
•• •
bells.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CONFUSED IN COLUMBUS":
The Hazel School PTA will
Even a whole pie right smack in the kisser is tee geed for
seven
at
school
the
meet at
Those attending or sending
him. Tell him the pastry amok is on strike until she negotiates
pin. The program will be by gifts were Misses Teresa Mcgrades.
a new contract.
the first and second
Cord, Patti Carr, Kitty Steele,
The executive board will meet Ginny Hamilton, Diana Boone,
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off at 6:30 p.m.
Karen McCuiston, Cindy Col•••
your chest. Write to ABBY. Boa MOO, Los Angeles. Cal.
son, Leah Fulton, Sherry Smith,
The Town and Country Home- Cindy Parker, Becky Wilson,
MOM. For a personal reply euclose stamped, addressed
makers Club will meet at the Linda Showman, Patsy Fitts,
envelope.
home of Mrs. Bernice Wallin, Irene Futrell, and Mrs. Neva
1619 Inch Lomond Drive, at Lovins, the honoree, and the
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Asers Want to
7:30 p.m.
hostess.
Know." send et to Abby, nos MTN, Les Angeles. CaL Me.
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Scientist

ATLANTIC
scientist came u
physical basis fc
day.
It may be wh'
keep right on
health pressures
This physics
tine does with nt
Budh D. Bhagat
told the annual
tion of America
mental Biology.
NE is a regu
brain and other
Nicotine increas
and its utilizati
result, the amok

Miss Joette Walker
honoree At Shower
A t The Parks Home

AD-year icebreaker
OTTAWA (UPI)—The government has announced pima to
begin study on the design of, a
polar icebreaker Capable of yearround navigation through frozen
northern waters.
The Coast Guard's present
icebreakers are\intended only
for summer operAion, and they
may soon become unable to

•••
meet grsowing demands brought
The Garden Department of
about by increased navigation.in
ice-coagested waters, the Trans- the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club housii.st. 1:30
port Department said.'
p.m. Mrs. Gene Brandon will
give the program. Hostesses
will be -Mesdames L. J. Hortin,
t * *
Ed Frank Kirk, and Robert HenNine- out of 10 traffic acci- don.
• ••
dents happen in the driver's
home state, says the National
Friday, May
The Murray State University
Automobile Club,
Couples Bridge will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Student Union
Building. All faculty and staff
members are invited. Anyone
'desiring a reservation should
contact Dr. Wallace Swan.
•••
A spring pirty for the
seventh and eighth grades will
be held at the Calloway County
Country Club from 7:30 to 10:90
pm. Cost will be 50 cents per
person and each member can
bring two guests. The dress wU
be casual.

AIM

FUMES JEWELRY

Washingt
Windom

give her a memorable gift of...

By GEORGE J. MA]

BEVERAGE
PITCHER
12.06
ROUND TRAY

4 pc COFFEE SERVICE
ISM

CRANBERRY SET
111111
CHIP 'N DIP
ALM

CANDY
COMPOTE
Lae

WASHINGTON (UPI)
new heed of the 5.
Service System is torn
capatdea aad computers
next draft lottery.
Draft Director Curtis
has been reading at
reports until he sees
in his sleep.
Capsules were used
Dec, 1 birth date loth
many statisticians con
that the way it was
was
something
less
random, and therefore
to all young men.
Tarr decided he hat
look into the situation
has reports from stall
on how to make the
truly random so that
have an equal chance
drafted Or avoiding tin
Most Equitable Wa
The statistical experts
that the most equitable
handling it would be to I
lottery on a statistical
numbers.
It would then be a
matter to program tit
Into a computer whict
spew out the numbers ti
the order of draft,
Tarr found two thing:

it•eAras***-*****-4

BUTTER
DISH

DE

7.59

PI1WM.ROGERS

*R SILVERPLATE

SPECIAL

•
3-pc SUGAR
and CREAM SET

Southside Restaurant

15.10

MONTEGO

TUESDAY NIGHT ONLY
Vanier

* Country Ham
* White Beans
* Home Cooked Fries
* Cole Slaw
* Hot Biscuits

CORNING 'WARE

SPECIAL OFFER
Bake 'n Fry Set
$888

Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Prism* of Syracuse, N. Y., are
spending their honeymoon
Ring with their uncle and aunt,l
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L. To.'
hey of Kirksey.
The couple was married lit
Our Lady of Lourdes Church,

Syracuse, N. Y., on Saturday.
May 2, with Rev. Philip A.
Hearn

* Redeye Gravy

BAKE and SERVE DISH

aus

WINE COOLER

DOUBLE VEGETABLE DISH Um
mg

BU

MRS. DONALD PREMO
A choice selection of lovely accessories to enrich any home. All flawlessly crafted
and many pieces ornamented with popular Gadroon border. In luxurious 'silverplate
. . the memorable gift for 3r4,occasionl

TI

Ttit.: INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY

HA

,Stant of (1.1outic and \3ashion

officiating.

Ths bride, Sandra, is t he
10" Covered Sklle
11
/
2 qt Coveted galling DO daughter of Charity." R. A11•11
and Mrs. Carl .1. Miano, both of
lobried Tom Offer Feb 77 04.0 30 1970
Syracuse, N. Y. The groom is
th• son f Mr. and Mrs. Donald
STARKS HARDWARE
J. Promo of Nicholvillo, N. V.

•
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•
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More houses seen, but won't meet goal
Department of Housing and
By NORMAN KE9111STER
Urban Development figures inWASHINGTON (UPI) — The dicate the nation's shortage of
National Planning Associatioa decent homes was 2.57 million
predicts ttat about 20 million units by the end of last year,
new homes will be built during the worst since World War 11.
this decade, a substantial in- The shortage was 2.08 milcrease from'14 million produced lion units at the end of 1968,
in the 60s but still not enough 1.41 .million units at the end
to meet the nation's housing of 1967, 932,000 at the end
goals.
of 1966 and 320,000 at the
The Association, a Washing- end of 1965, HUD said.
ton-based non-governmental ',- The Association predicted
search organization, forecast that apartments would account
that private investment in resi- for an increasingly large percentdential construction will ripe to
$77.3 billion in 1980, more than
triple the figure for 1967.
"Although investment in residential housing will be expanding faster than the total econo4Plit
my, soaring construction costs
and shortages of mortgage capiVALE OF TEAR GAS—Tear gas throwing policemen rush.
demonstrators on the Ohio State
tal will hold the number to an
University campus in an attempt to disperse
the crowd of 2,000. Picketing at the Columbus,
annual
average of about 2 milOhio, school was initiated by a coalition of
militant student groups seeking to force OSU
lion during the 1970s," the Assoofficials to negotiate various demands
ciation said.
"Total starts, public plus private, will fall well below the
national housinE
million per year.
A total of 1.46 million pri
vate, housing units were started
last year compared to 1.5 million in 1168. But by December,
1969, the seasonally adjusted annual rate had declined to 1.25
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. (UPI): A
state of abnormal excitement.
million units.
scientist came up with the long-sought
"Once the body becomes accustomed
Congress, in 19641k set a 10physical basis for the cigaret habit toto this increase in the production and
year goal of 26 million new
day.
use of NE, any withdrawal of nicotine
and rehabilitated homes. Conresults in depression," said Bhagat.
It may be why it is so many smokers
struction is now limping along
keep right on smoking despite heavy
"This, the body begins to depend on
at half the pace needed to meet
health pressures to stop.
nicotine. Therefor the smoker must
smoke to 'dose' himself with nicotine to
This physical- basis is what nicothat goal.
keep the production of.NE at elevated
tine does with norepinephrine (NE), Dr.
Although the National PlanBudh D. Bhagat of St. Louis University
levels."
ning Association indicated the
Bhagat and his St. Louis associates
told the annual meeting of the Federawill not be met, the report
came to 'this conclusion after three
tion of American Societies for Experi'd, predict some improvement
years of experimenting with rats and
mental Biology.
by the end of the decade.
by reasoning from other scientific findNE is a regulatory hormone of the
The Association forecast that.
ings. For six weeks their rats got by inbrain and other nervous system tissue.
in 1980, new housing starts will
Nicotine increases both its production
jection as much nicotine as they would
have gotten from smoking three packs
and its utilization, Bhagat said. As a
exceed new family formation
result, the smoker's brain is kept in a
of cigarets a day.
by 1.1 million units, providing
replacement for dilapidated
homes and reducing the overall
shortage.
Executive switch
Since 1965, home building
with that:
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - has lagged behind the number of
— The statisticians could not
agree on a single table. (One (;re Peters, formerly an exec- units needed to house new fendgroup favored one type of table utive of "Star Trek", has beer lies, replace units destroyed for
as the most random; another named associate producer of the highway and other non-housing
pushed a different statistical new Itons4osig television- ivies. construetion and replace units
The Young Lawyers", starring that become too run down to
table of probabilities.)
be livable.
— Possibly even more impor- I,ee .1. Cobb.
tant, he saw something based
By GEORGE J. MARDER
solely on a statistical table or
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The by operations of a computer as
new head of the Selective entirely too impersonal for a
Service System is torn between matter so vital to the nation
•
caplets's ass °amputees ow rie and to Its young.
MuSt Have Cenfldence
next draft lottery.
Tarr feels tharthe nation not
Draft Director Curtis W. Tarr
y must have total confidence
has been reading statistical
reports until he sees numbers in the fairness of the lottery,
• t that there must be physical
in his sleep.
Lone Eagle I fights
Capsules were used in the sign of its fairness. He feels the
Dec. 1 birth date lottery, but oung, would resent having
to save whales
many statisticians complained •eir draft dates determined by
that the way it was handled a computer.
TOKYO (UPI): Gen. Charles A. Lindberf.h. an
The lottery will increase in
something
American hero called the "Lone Eagle" in a simpler
was
less than
time, jays he is pleased modern youth has joined
random, and therefore not fair mportance if Congress goes
the once lonely fight to preserve the world's
ong with Nixon's proposed
to all young men.
resources.
Tarr decided he had better • eforms. The President has
"The rate of destruction on the surface of this
look into the situation and now ecommended that Congress
planet is literally alarming," said the man who in
has reports from statisticians nd the system of local draft
1927 made .the first nonstop solo Transatlantic
• d quotas, making each
on how to make the lottery
flight from New York •to Paris. "It could easily
ontb's
national
on
call
quota
a
truly random so that all will
result in.,the destruction of our civillzation."
have an equal chance of being otter'y numbers alone.
Despite his known reticence with newsmen, Lindbergh spoke knowledgeably and with obvious condrafted or avoiding the draft. The proposed new system
d eliminate the confusion
cern about the destruction of several species of
Most Equitable Way
ich results when one draft
whales, one of the great mammals of the world.
The statistical experts agreed
that the most equitable way of 1.. d has to drop to a certain
"OCEAN RESOURCES are of fundamental value
handling it would be to base the ottery number to raise its
to mankind," said Lindbergh -.who is director of the
local
quota
another
board
while
lottery on a statistical table of
world wildlife fluid and active.in other conservamay not have to go nearly as
tion causes. He said that- because of the world's
numbers.
fast-rising population it is vital to protect whales
It would then be a simple •ar down the list to meet its
as a source of oil and meat.
matter to program the table quota.
Lindbergh said he would like to see implemented
Tarr believes that the final
into a computer which could
a proposal jo put international observers on whalspew out the numbers to decide • cision may be something
ing ships to make sure kill quotas are not violated.
vs mbining the use of capsules
the order of draft.
computers.
Tarr found two things wrong

Japan's largest earner

"The considerable potential
age of the nation's homes during this decade. It said the for productivity improvements
shift to multi-family buildings in the construction industry.
will result from rising costs both which remains largely untapped.
of single family construction and should be easier to achieve for
apartments and multi-family
of land.
The report said the cost of units than for single family
building a new housing unit is homes," the report said.
expected to increase 70 per cent
*
b, 1980, The increase in the
cost of single family homes is
The only President to use
expected to rise even faster, the
Association said, although it did the word "affirm" instead of
not project a specific figure "swear" when taking the oath
of office was Franklin Pierce.

TOKYO(UPI)— Matsushita
Electric Industries Co., electric
appliance maker, became the
country's largest earner in 169,
according to the Tax Administration.
The government agency said
Matsushita registered gross sales
of 604,500,000,000 (b) yen
($1,679,000,000 (b) to earn
87,970,000,000 (b)yen ($244
million).
Other top earners
following Matsushita were, in
order: Bank of Japan, Toyota
Motor Co., Hitachi, Ltd. Arabian Oil Co. and the'
Tokyo
Electric Co.

the flavorfilled
bran flakes
with the iron bonus

Why we smoke

Scientist says nicotine agitates brain hormone

Washington
Window

New role
for Lindy
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Demonstrator Discounts Allowed On All New Mews In Stock
Burin' The Entire Month Of May!

BUY FROM STOCK AND SAVE
TEST DRIVE A NEW MERCURY-TODAY!
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MINIMUM DAILY
ADULT REQUIREMENT OF

IRON
The natural goodness of bran, plus
a bonus helping of the iron you need.
Get it all in Kellogg's'40%'Bran
Flakes. Crisp. Light. Flavorfilled.
Try'em now and save 70.
1111111 MEISTORE

**
AUTO SALES- *

.
*
*

i
Murray, Kentucky
Street ................,..........
I 515 South 12th
44,4„.„,.
.........
.,.......i
*

alma

COUPON MI MIN

*

I

SEE SIDE PANEL

CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE

IMO NMI MN 1112

70

THIS COUPON WORTH 7t ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF A FULL-SIZE
(11-0Z.) PACKAGE OF KELLOGG'S IRON-FORTIFIED 40% BRAN FLAKES
11810Celtt W. wolf r•deom thts coupon plus 3of for h•rtstIong when torm• of lhos
offer have boon complead wroth by you ono the customer Get rembursoment by
mooting coupons to DEPT. K, P. O. BOA 1172, CLINTON IOWA 52732 We we not
honor reelomptoon through transteeeee •ssognews. Outsd• aeons es brokers or
others who Sr. not retool dostrobutors of our morchilndoso Invo,ces poovong purch•sa
St suffeent stock to cower coupons presented for redompten must be shown upon
tertwest. Any sates Mk must be paid by Net custom.. Only on• coupon rerforropten
per package. Cod whorls prohtboted loconsorl, t•etrl. or rosstrtcl•d py low. or erntsn
predentiod contrary to th• berms of thoseffor. Cosh vales 1/7001 IC
111511000 SALES COMPANY

1111M1
*MO fay KONA,Company
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Quentin Fannin
History Winner

Diane CIA
Wms Award In
Writing Contest

Rotary Atom.

Today's
Stock Market

(Continued From Page
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Hazel School PTA To
Meet On Wednesday

Club was
Beale, John W. Carr, Edward
The Hazel Woman's
Samuel Diuguid, Jr., Reuben H. awarded an honor certificate for
Falwell, Ben Grogan, Orlando the year's program of work at
T. Hale, Oscar B. Irvan, Dr. Ben the Kentucky Federation of WoB. Keys, Dr. Robert U. Mason, men's Clubs 75th anniversary

Quentie Fannin, student et
the New Concord School, was
Diane Clark, daughter of Mr.
Chai:es H. Moore, Cyrus E. consention held at Lexington.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
Use first place winner in the and Mrs. A. S. Clark of 1504
moderate Owen, T. Leslie Smith, Tom H. Representing the Hazel club
annual history contest conduct- Oak Drive, has received Honor- opened lower in
Stokes and George Buist Scott. at the state meeting were Mrs.
ed Saturday by the Captaie able Mention in the 1970 Scho- turnover today.
U.S.
to
Today, the club is one of the Hughes Bennett, club president
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Weeciell Oury chapter of the lastic Creative Writing Awards
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for the annual dessert-card parcouncil breakfast on
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Rico, Virgin
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Haworth, 1208 South 16th Guam, Puerto
over by Mrs. Roy L. Wieke,
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.-:
lands, Canada, and US.-sponsor- gained.
Student Union Building, MurStreet, Murray.
first vice-president.
American Telephone opened ray State University.
ed schools in Austria, Brazil,
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the Calloway County High SchoFederal state Market N
and certificates ot merit.
at 26 and 34, respectively.
All of the prizes have been
Sellasday morning.
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Cleaver, Almo School,
US 1-3 200-230 lbs $34.50-24.75, Country Club on Friday, May 8, "She was completely di.sgusted with the whole thing. And now she's
The Faxon Mothers Club will off % to 53%.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver,
gas, or
Select 1-2's $25.00;
Few
at6,
May
Wednesday,
dead. Why in hell couldn't they have Bred blanks, or tear
on
meet
Among the electronics, LOCO
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lbs
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US
live
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besides
something
the
in
p.m.
dipped % to 17%, with General
The costs will be fifty cents
Kinney Schad, daughter of Mr. 1:30
No cold Whey treatment
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the school.
and Mrs. Robert Hoke, Murray grade class room at principal, Electric ciown 1,4 to 68%. Sperry
$23.00-23.50;
the
lbs
260-280
3-4
US
KENT, Ohio —UPI reporter Robert Corbett, at the scene of
Rand rose le to 25itz.
can invite two guests. The dress
Route One; Jennifer Lovett. Billy Dale Outland,
LIVERPOOL,England(UPI)- SOWS:
speak on the questionaires'
violence
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Mr.
of
will
daughter
be
In
groop
the
casual.
automotive
Faxon School,
Nick Watson, having a run of US 1-2 270-350 the $19.75-20.25;
such
home for
"It was inconceivab/e to me that the troops could fire
Members of the planning comGeneral Motors lost le to 68% bad business at his cafe, added
and Mrs. Ralph Lovett, Dexter results that were sent
300-550 lbs $18.50-19.75;
1-3
US
complete.
to
parents
demonstrators."
the
at
barrage
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a
mittee are Andy Littleton, Timwith American Motors down 14
, 18-year-old Diane Bell as waitRoute One; Danny FutreI3,
US 2-3 350-650 lbs $18.0048.50. my Shown, Chris Miller, Gene
classes will
to 8.
sel School, son of Mr. and Mrs. Both first grade
see-through negligee.
a
in
ma
,devotion.
the
KENT, Ohio — Brig. Gen, Robert Canterbury, commander of the
Parker, Tommy Keller, Beverly
Among the point-sized movers
Bruce Futrell, Mutiny Bouts give
It perked up the customers'
COUPLES BRIDGE
All mothers are urged to atParker, David Frank, John ,He- National Guard-unit involved in the shooting:
Four.
were Sybron Corp. down 1 at interest but also that of the
tend this meeting.
witt, Debbie Landolt, Gay Crass, "Any military man has the right to protect his life if he feels
Mia, Xtra, Inc. also 1 lower to police. They told Diane to get
Murray State University Cathy Mitchell, Susan Fandrich, It is threatened."
The
18%, and Polaroid lle higher some clothes on. But she de.'
Couples Bridge will meet on Rhonda Garland, and Amy Wilat 69,
cided to wear the negligee for Friday, May 8, at 7:30 p.m. in son.
WASHINGTON —Secretary of State William P. Rogers, in
another week first.
the Student Union Building. K.1
Hosts will be Messrs and Mes- testimony before the House appropriations subcommittee a day
"It wouldn't be fair to the faculty and staff members are dames S. 0. Wilson, Jim Frank, before President Nixon decided to send U. S. troops to Cambodia:
customers if I stopped coming Invited. Anyone &siring a reVernon Shown, Joe Littleton,
"We recognize that if we escalate and we get involved in Cambodia
bra-less straight away," she said. servation should contact Dr. Phil Mitchell, and Mrs. Jo Crass.
with our ground tows, that our whole program is defeated."
Wallace Swan.
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going north on tXe— parking lot
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SALEM', Ore. (UPI) — An
irate motorist who didn't like
the way hisdkense application
was handled by-a computer in
the Division of Motor Vehicles,
wrote:
"Your kindness warms my
heart_ May your computer blow
a fuse, the State go bankrupt
and all your children spit on
you."
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NEW YORK THEATERGOERS—After watching Katharine Hepburn star in 'Coco,' the Duke of Windsor has a wink for
friends as he and his duchess leave the Mark Hettinger
Theater in New York,
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Van
Heflin will travel to Australia for
one week of personal appearances to publicize his new movie,
"Airport," which co-stars Burt
Lancaster and Dean Martin.
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MANSOM.IN COURT Hand, titled Charlet;- Munson. lender of a hippie cult whose
members are accused of the
murder of actress Sharon
Tat.-azI -ativet.ial. other- per—
sons laTif year. wears a purple embroidered shirt as he
r Mei m court in Los Angeles
i.. enter pleas

of owning a Cadillac ... then reluccar until that -sameday."
better reason to make that "someday" come

provided by Cadillac's variable-ratio power steering, power front
disc brakes and brilliandst smooth Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission,
You tould , 7•,1 no
standard on every'Cadillac model.
.
true today th.lr, ,..•
And you can enhance ycnir motoring enjoyment with available
(onsidi-r, t• •• ..xtrm
ad Cadillac
an
Cadillac.liiac
illac Sedan deVille, shown
0rC
ilipialen,tt1h7g
Automatic- Climate Con ol air conditioning, Tilt and Telescope
above. It 1. 't rn,,st popular of all Caddlacs. Its impressive elegance
steering wheel .and the irkomparable sound of Cadillac's exclusive.
sugeests thc dr ., fig pleasure inherent in its luxuridus interiors, its
AM-FM Signal-seeking stereo radio.0
host of cond..ii.. ,,,,,,a..‘onveraPeces:.and Inc.supcxja..perturmarkee1._-__ ... ...legi
_you
'
Il_agrce. once yoiime_dzisen.the 197.0.1.:aslillac, that -its great r.", , ,,nging.
you've warted 14kut enough. And your authorized Cadillac dealer will
. ,
Once 1,, )1.r..: tile wheel, you'll enjia.y the near effortless handling
be proud to help /2u make your 'fsomeday" come true . . . today.
I
.
IV.
SEE YOUR AU I MIMED CADILLAC DEALER'S ATTRACTIVE SELECTION OF NEW AND PREVIOUSLY OWNED CADILLACS TODAY
_
•• .
•
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NOTICE OF SALE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WATER AND SEWER
REVENUE BONDS
Sealed bids will be receieved
at the office of the City Clerk
in the City Hall in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, until 7:30
o'clock p. m. (C. D. T.) on May
14th, 1970, for the purchase of
$1,100,000 Water and Sewer
Revenue Bonds, Series of 1970,
of said city, at which time such
bids will be referred to the
Common Cotuacil of said city at
its meeting to be then held at
the City Hall in said city.
Said bonds will be dated
April 1, 1970, will bear inter• at a rate or rates not exceeding 7-% per annum, payable October 1, 1970 and semiannually thereafter on April 1
and October 1 and will mature
serially on April 1, 1971 thAte
ugh 1994, as follows:
Amount
Year
$ 5,000
1971 - 1985
50,000
1986
95,000
1987
100,000
1988
110,000
19119
115,000
1900
125,000
1991
135,000
1992
140,000
1993
155,000
1994
Ben& maturing on and atter
April 1, 1981, are subjeot to redemption on any interest payment date on and attler April
1980, to and including October
1, 1984, at 103, thereafter to
end including October 1, 1990,
at 102, and thereafter at 101.
The bonds are payable at The
Kentucky Trust Company, Louisville, Kentucky.
No bids for less than all of
the bonds nor for the purchase
Owenf upon terms at lens than
98% of par and accrued inter.
est will be coosidered. Use ol
an official Bid Form is requir
ed.
Tbe successful bidder will beificnisbed without cast the prepared bonds and the =qualified opinion of Chapman and
Cutler, lawyers, of Chicago, Illinois, approving the legality
thereof. Delivery of the bonds
will be made within 45 days
from date of sale.
Inquiries for further information and requests for copies
of the Official Te-ma and Conditions of Bond Sale and Bid
Form should be directed to
Stein Bros. & Boyce, Inc., 118
Starks Building, Fourth & Walmat Streets, Louisville, Kentucky 40202, or the undersigned.
STANFORD ANDRUS,
City Cork
1TC

'FISHING CONTEST'
POE SALO

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
804 NORTH 20111

MO, Car CMS Or

)A Y

POI SALE

14' JOHN BOAT, 10 HP motor,
troll motor, 6-12 volt battery MAYTAG wringer type washer,
in perfect condition and tubs
and trailer. Phone 753-4857.
M-5-C on stand. Phone 753-9742.
THREE CHAIR Barber Shop.
Well established. Same location
for sixty five years. Must retire
because of health. This is a
good money maker. Call J. E.
McNatt, 901479-2811 Fulton,
14-74
Kentucky.

FEEDER PIGS, Phone 703-7955.
TIC
SMALL SIZE incubator, 25 egg
capacity, wed one lime, $17.50.
Phone 753-7941.
14-7-C

,FOR RULES AND INFORMATION
Stop EY

DON & DONNA'S
GROCERY & BAIT SHOP
FREE GIFTS

HGLI WANTSD
WANTED: man to help train
bird dogs and run dogs in field
trials. Phone 436-2406, Chrysler
TIC
Bird Dog Kennels.
WANTED: baby sitter at my
age with
home, 25 to 60 years
own transportation. Phone 75314-6-C
8973 after 7:00 p. m.

of

HOURS WELL SPENT—Your
spare hours can earn you Si.
If you visit local customers
with Avon's wide range of magnificent cosmetics and toiletries and gifts. Call now: Mrs.
Janet Kunick, 365-9424, Or write
Route 2, Box 136A, Princeton,
14-7-C
Kentucky 42445.
WANTED Dental Assistant Recep.ionist: 8 hour day, 5 day
week, office downtown Murray
Starting late June or early July.
Will train. Send complete resume and three references to
P. O. Box 32.

MAPLE "CRADLE. Phone 43614-7-C
14 Fr. BOAT, trailer and motor. 2205.
(YOUR CHOICE)
14-8-P
Phone 753-8319,
One with Each Purchase of
1 SET Barbells. Two beds,
4 Dozen Minnows
2-WHEEL TRAILERS, various springs and mattresses, coffee
WANTED: night grill cook and
sizes, $25.00 to $60.00. Phone table, two dresseen Cali 753Apply in person at
waitress.
2 Miles East of Murray at Junction of East Hwy.(94)
14-5-0 ,1968.
492-8603.
TFC
Triangle Inn.
14-7-P
and Pottertown Road (280) — Phone 753-6420
1962 FORD tractor, 801 series,
WANTED: a woman to clean
4 diesel with plows, disc, mitt
cottages at Motel near Kenlake
SERVICOS OFFOR111)
vatars, planters, bush hog, rubPark. References required. Call
SIIIIVICIIS OFPIRKO
ber tired wagon. Tractor and
TFC
POR RIMY
474-3288.
equipment in perfect condition.
Terapart
=taws
PEST
CONTROL
dopier
Want
time?
TWODEDROOM
spare
Any
QUIZ!
Phone for appointment in KirkTM extra money? If you answer
mites—oat your home. Roaches meat. Phone 753.7860.
sey area, 489-3741.
14-8-C
--carry germa Spiders—are
"yes" you could be an Avon
EVERGREENS; Arbor-vitae, Ju- Gravel, Sand and Limestone poison. For free inspection call FOUR house trailers, 10' x NY, representative. Coil now: Mrs.
nipers, Boxwood. Concord High- Hauling. Driveways built.
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, air conditioned. Available June Janet Kunick 365.9424 after 7:00
TIC 7. Phone 753-6231 or 753-7856. p. m. or write Route 2, Box
way, phone 753-8591.
SG hours a day.
11-5-P
REAL !STAYS POR SALO
M-1
Backhoe, Dozer and Grader
136-A, Princeton, Ky. 42445.
SAWS
lawn esowers and
M.74
BY OWNER: Three bedroom WATER TANK, holds over 1,Work.
null
appliances
repaired
and
$50.00.
498Phone
brick house on Dodsca. LAM 000 gallons,
TWO ROOM efficiency apartyard
thole
sharpened.
THANKS
8510.
'
OF
M-b-P
CARD
down payment, transferrable
ment College boys. Available
South 13th Street. Phone Eli June 10. Phone 753-2863 after I would like to express my
loan. Phone 753-5164.
31-11-C ELECTRIC RANGE, Magic-Chef,
May-11.0
POST.
TIC gratitude to my many friends
5:00 p. m.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 11.- avacoda. Used lees than 7 monfor their kindness to me during
I
WILL
do
labor
of
any
kandths.
Phone
753-2353.
14-5-C
TFC
ing room, den, built-in kitchen.
BASEMENT apartment: Three the six weeks I was in the BapPreferably
construction,
mason1% baths, utility room and dos- 4W1sEEL cart and harness.
rooms and private bath and enHospital in Paducah.
ry or farm, wort. I have ex- trance. Available May 17th. tist
ed-in garage. Located on 90' a Phone 753-8614.
Thanks for your prayers,
14-5-C
perience.
Oda
753-2362
from
206' lot. Loan trensferrable, 718
144-C flowers, cards, letters, calls,
Phone 753-8294.
6 a. M. tO4 8 p. m. or 753-6755.
Fairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor CARD PARTY coming up? Rug
gifts and vts. Alio for the
RENT
WANYRO
TO
FIVE ROOM furnished house. visits and flowers since I've been
Subdivision. Call 753-6483 or look terrible? Blue Lustre will
782-3747.
14-74 make them sparkle again. Rent FURNISHED apartment from Complete Smell Eoliths Repair Dishwasher, washer and dryer. with the children.
a shampooer for only $1.00 at June to middle of September. Garden tillers, lawn mowers, N pets. 'hnse 753-265 Three
It helps so much to know so
M-6-P
LARGE MODERN ranch style Big K.
Write to Mrs. A. D. Butterwor- chain saws. Authorized Briggs
many think of me. May God
brick borne on 100' x 200' w
th, Route 2, Camden, Tennes- & Stream@ Dealer. Authorized
bless all of you. Again I say
ad lot in Sherwood Forrest. FOR better cleaning, to keep see 38320 in care of Dr. Joe S.
for thanks.
Lawson Power Products Deal- THREE BEDROOM house
colors
gleaming,
use
Blue
Lus,
Three bedrooms with abundant
relit. Newly deoorated. Call
Butterworth or call 901-584-7886. er.
Baty Miller
or. Murray Supply Co., 208
closet space and hardwood Ire carpet cleaner. Rent electric
1TC
Love's Studio 753-2342.
M-7-NC
1TC
7531-336L
11-1
1
_
.
shampooer
Phone
$I.
Western
Auto.
floors. Carpeted living room,
UNFURNISHED two bedroom
formal dining room and separate Home of "The Wishing Well"
REAL 'STAID FOR SALE duplex apartment. Two bedM-GC
RIIAL 'SIAM FOR SALE
family room with fireplace.
rooms, carpeted, air conditioned,
Kitchen has all built-ins, dur- ROSES — AZALEAS, bedding
SERVICES OFFERED
dishwasher and disposal, large
able Toginol floor and many plants, -Bellies, Junipers, ornaAvailUniversity.
to
yard.
Close
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths, mental trees, mulches, fertiliz—FOR SALE BY OWNER —
able June 6. Phone 7534688.
two car garage, patio, central ers etc. Largest selection in
176 ACRE FARM including former site of Sulphur Well
M-7-N 1 TV & STEREO SERVICE
air-conditioning, economical gas northwest Tennessee and south$40,000.00
Academy. Price
heat and city water. House west Kentucky at Virgin's NurGE Factory Trained Man
Features:
shown by appointment. Call 753- sery, Union City, Tenn, 901Genuine Parts
1. Fenced for Cattle.
ONE TWO-BEDROOM apart6678.
14-16-C 885-1851 or 8850396.
We also offer service on
ment, fumished. Also two-bed2. Oil Lease offered by Gulf (present owner to retain
All Other Brands
THREEBEDROOK all dentate,
room apartment whwnished.
one-half mineral rights).
Satisfaction Guaranteed
brick ranch with patio, two FOR SALE or trade: two bird
Frdigidaime said stove, carpeted.
3. View of Kentucky- Lake (surveyed by TVA).
,
Couples and teacheits only. Call
years old, central air, wall to dogs (pointers), two yews old.
4. Grain program payments.
will carpeting, two spacious Also 15 gallon aquarium. Call
753-2898.
14-11-C
5. 30 acres corn planted.
baths, large living room with 436-5523 evenings.
14-6-P
6. Memphis/Lexington type soil.
THREE-BEDROOM
brick
house,
dining area, family room. Large
Phone 753-5417
7. Several beautiful building sites.
furnished.
1669
Ryan
Avenue.
SEVEN
year
old
grey
pleasure
nenvenient kitchen with built.
East Main
8.
Some
marketable
Call
436-5870
after
5
p.
at.
horse.
Gentle.
Phone
762-2561
timber.
In range, oven, dishwasher and
p.
m.
24-11-C
after
4:00
M4
-C
Phone
753-7575
Ky. g_rpc
for
Murray,
Appointment
deposal. Utility room, two ear
•
garage, situated on nicely land.
seeped lot located at Eingswood
Subdivision. For appointment
by transferred owner call evenings or weekends 763-7810.
A WEEK LATER
II-M-16-C
INSULTO----ENEMIG0=-BY OWNER: Two homes on exDEAR
-OH,
PROVOCACION
cellent 5 acre lot in Dexter,
I WONDER
MY FUNNY
EY- Electric beat. Good rental
HOW FAR MY
BALLOON
property. Phone 437-6533. M-II-C

,Shown By—Appointment
753-8706
762-6289

AUTOS POR SALE

HAULING

num

sis a.

Phone 753-7381
or 753-5108

NEW DATSUM
TRADE-INS
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, radio, automatic and air. Slave $1,0001969 DATSUN 4-4hoor Station
Wagon, 4,500 miles, new
warranty. Only
$1,895.00.
1969 DATSUN 4-door Sedan,
7,000 miles. Nice, $1,405.00.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, radio.
Special! $395.00.
1966 SIMCA 4-door. Real sictiiputistion,
ono
$595.00.
1963 SIMCA 4-door, good
condition, real gas saver, $350.00.
1968 VOLKSWAGEN, nice.
radio, with tape player, $1,495.00.
laSS DATSUN 'WOO" sports
oar, 41,198.00.
1969 DATSUN "2000" Roadster 54peed, 135 If. P.,
Mag wheels. "The Hot
One". Save $1,230.00.
1963 DODGE Dart. Transportation . Only 195.00.

.....
BILBREY'S

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

1963 SCOUT, 4wheel drive,
ST46.00.
1966 DATSUN pick-up, up to
30 m. p. g. "the Little
Hustler", $795.00.
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere
Station Wagon, automatic with air, $745.00.

HOUSE, one block of university. Reason for selling, settling estate. Priced reasonable
Phone 754=1557.

1970 DATSUN pick-up, 98
horsepower overhead
oam male, only 5000
miles, full new car warranty. Save.

GOT
AWAY
FROM
ME

BALLOON
TRAVELED

H AVA NA
o o oD
1 1 FI

AUTOS FOR SAUI
LASSITER-MCKINNEY

XCE LENCE

Prizes for the Largest
Croppie and Largemouth Bass

38M

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
DATSUN
been
has
Administration
granted by" the county court
"Open Evenings"
upcs,...tht,foligwing _estates, towit.
510 Sytrirsor• • Ph. 753-71)4
Zelda Galloway, Dec'd.,
Randolph Story, 1507 Story
.Avenue, Murray, Kentucky, Executor.
WANTOD TO BUY
James Hansford Doron, Dec'd.,
Katie Mae Donn, Route 1, WANTED; 14" Crash Cymbal
Murray, Kentucky Executrix. or 16" or both. Call 733-3792
Jewel Histamine, Dec'd.,
after 5 p. m., 611 Broad Street.
Lorene Owen, 1515 Cardinal
1414-NC
Drive, Murray, Kentucky A&
WANTED:
Hay
hi
large
or
small
miniatmtrix.
Robert Preston
Brandon, amounts. Will contract in field
on stub or bail. Contact Lynn
Dec'd.,
Robert Lassiter, Route 1, Ha- Robinson, Kirksey, phone 480
11-9-C
zel, Kentucky, Administrator. 3801.
Evelyn Roberts, Dec'd.,
WANT TO BUY, used camping
Emma Lou Story, 112 S. 15th
tent about 9' x 9'. call 492-8494
• , Murray., Kentucky Adminiatter 6:00 p. m.
14-6-P
stratrix.

hlj

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE
IWO CALENDAR Dad Slane
mad =Me are env avelloble at
the Lofts a Timm °Moe Supply ikna.
11121C

TUESDAY — M AY 5. MO

TIDIES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1962 CORVETTE Extra sharp.
327 engine, 4-speed, two tops.
Phone 733-8756 after 5:00 p. m.
TFEC
1962 FORD 'h-ton Van or %ten ISSUChevredet Tan. Phone
753-4857.
111-5-C
1984 OLDSMOBILE convertible.
Excellent condition. Can be seen
at 1603 West Main or phone
753-7287.
14-4-C
1966
CHEVROLET
pick-up
truck. Good tires and licensed
Phone 753-5142 or 753-3967.
11-74

MAY4
kn./Si/M/1—

6C1

s P.• 044 /1.1
It 970 I, U..... Fs....

•••••••

Abbie 'N Slats
AND NOW OUR ESTEEMED
GCVERNOR WILL GIVE YOU
THE GREAT NEWS
HIMSELF. GOVERNOR
PLOOGE

1966 VALIANT. Clean, in good
condition. 15 foot runabout,
heap Call 753-5801 anytime or
753-7304 after 5:00 p. m. 14-7-P

by R. Van Buren
THANK YOU , evi R. HAG5TONE
- 70 ESTABLISH
LADIES AND GENTLE- ciaurmarsatifavaces
MEN,I WON'T KEEP
UN/VERSITY,.,
NDu IN SUSPENSE
R/GlIT HE IN
LONG.IT IS MY
YOVR 0110V IDSVNI
PLEASURE TO
ANNOUNCE THAT
YOu R STATE, tN
COOPERATION WITH
TNE FEDERAL
GOvERNMENT,
HAS DECIDED .

AND SINCE OVER 200
YEARS AGO EVERY SQUARE
iN0-1 OF LAND IN AND AROUND
THIS TOWN BELONGED TO THE
AVEW-A -MA -SA4eM4
INDIANS, TUITION WILL BE
FREE TO EVERY miradaER
Of THE MEM 5ar1i/VIN6
OR ANY Oc THEM
DESCEND-4/./7-9

1968 VOLKSWAGEN, automatic
tranemission, with air conditioning, 20000 actual miles. Call
435-5861.
11-7-P

Clyde H. Roberts, Dec'd.,
WANTED: used stroller. Call
Emma LW Story, 112 S. 15th 436-5615.
ITC
St., Murray, Kentucky, Admin.
RRAL ESTATE FOR SALO
istraitrix.
MEAL !STAYS FOR $ALA
Zelner B. Russell, Dec'd.,
Z. B. Rummell, Route 1, Kirksey, Kentucky, Executor.
All persons having claims- against said estates are notified
to present them to the Administrators or Executors verified
according to law, same to be
presented to said AdministratCurbs and Gutters, Blacktop
ors and Executors in due course
'
.
b
City School District
of law.
ro Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
This lit day.of May 1970.
so One of the Nicest in Town
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Aainley, D C
a' Terms to Meet Your Budget
1TP
ro' With Up to 5 Years to Pay

LOTS FOR SALE

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp

Plainview Acres Subdivision

Come By or Call
LOOT & POUND

Freeman Johnson, Realtor

FOUND: puppy about four months old. Black and white,/It
in north
part of city.
753-4130:
14-7-C

Southslde Shopping Center
753-77)1

iv

1-53-8125

I.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Murray Home & Auto Store Announces THE OREATEST HOOVER BARGAIN SALE EVER!
For A Limited Time Only. BUY NOW!
SPECIAL!! Hoover Iron Trade-In Sale.
$5.00 trade-in on your old iron -(regardless of condition) with any purchase of a new Hoover stainless steel
iron!

COMPLETE WITH
TELESCOPING WAND

11

Sot
In
Calif
United

STEEL
GGE ALLaTta
_uNsTRuCTiORI

Seel

LARGE EASY TO CHANGE
DISPOSABLE RAG

EXTRA TOOLS
STORE INSIDE

everything INSIDE!

... carries like
luggage

Ar
My
lied

flieocer's exclusive
-Channeled steam"
design floats a cusk•
ion of steam tfet wren
sole plate and fabric.
so wrinkles disappear quickly and
completely.

I

• Uses Regular
Top Water
• Steam
Channels
for Complete
Coverage, Makes
kenning Easier.
• Stainless Steel Sole Plate
• Full Year Warranty

11
mo

... but cleans
Ilke
only a
HOOVER
can clean!

'c/
'" !Vtv
200

Hoover SlimNne

SPECIAL

Here's real convenience in a Ilghtweight cleaner!
Crevice tool and upholstery brush store right in.
side.,always ready when needed. Telescoping
built-in wand extension gives you extra-reach on
the spot. Hose swivels to let you clean more area
with less movement of the canister. Includes
all the tools for only.

$14.95
—5.00

It's A •
Hoover!

Cook, Warm and Serve with this
HOOVER FRY PAN

done. This
of.

A young I
ginning Lb

built as only HOOVER can build them

Years Supply of Bags FREE!

95
9
FOR LIMITED TIME — — $

ileY, sorra
SuPt, knco

Everything fits inside, including new Tufflex
flexible hose already connected and ready
to go. New Triple-Fan Motor makes this
the most powerful Hoover ever built.
Combination Rug and Floor Nozzle with
exclusive comb and brush action for expert
carpet grooming. Full set of attachments
for all your cleaning needs.

PORTABLE

* LOOK!!
REGULAR PRICE
Your Old Iron, regardless of
Brand or Condition

Bach day I
what it ml

Our Low,Low Price
NOW ONLY _ _ _ $4995'

The famous Hoover Dial-A-Matic.
You are looking at two cleaners in
one...uprignt or canister!

Year's
Supply of

Bags FREE!

•3 Position Rug Adjustment —
Indoor/outdoor to deep shag.

HOOVER

• Time to empty signal.
YEAR'S SUPPLY

SALE
•

ton.
• King size capacity .. . 48 oz. (6
cups) container.
• No tip power unit
• Cord storage in base.
'13.00
Save
Regular Price '32.99

TOASTER

SALE

$15.75

Hello to lil
share yout
your hush
Nan.

STAINLESS
STEEL

Our third,
go until 1

other aide

COFFEE POT

Folks haw
live rut an
over and
schedule
Ucent to d
This sort
down with
lag it.

• Brew full pot
or two cups
• Completely
Immersible.

slik99

PRICE

Our big
lug clover
Squirrel a
ly 'tales
a cat, be
burry. Inn
dangerous
leave.

Human be
albemilfte
able, but ti
wkdieh are

• Instant speed selection . . . six
speeds plus instant-action but-

New Hoover

Actually
was.

A visual
week, a Re
er swoope
around on
while, the
made his

OF OS FREE!

PRICE

skim MU
log, mem
figured w

He sought
rise withca
ed lower ti
to offer.

• Triple action cleaning.

•

We stop if

be does di
be stands
long al he
slide et tb
thought
and be 6

A Ione )3
skimming

• Power dial
regulates suction.

nsta-matic
Blender

grass as w

NOW$16"

Do sormathi
the heck of
charge you
out any so

ALL HOOVER PHODUCTS
CARRY FULL YEAR

Limited Quantity

GUARANTEE!

We realise
big as we

Special during this sale only! One year's
supply of Bags FREE with purchase of
any Hoover Cleaner.

HOOVER

NEW

SALE!

HOOVER

Complete- Rag Shampooing
Kit with:
* Dispensing tank
and controls
* Foam generating
shampooers

day
Usually gel
ibm with
says to ott
hag, we'll
habit, we'l
me, we al
title of ch,
our egg set

• HAIR

DRYER

New Hoover
HANDIVAL
• A powerful lightweight cleaner for
everything . . . carpets, floors,
above the floors.

Now
Only

Meal VS j

son. No n
you, just a

Medal

• Greater air flow dries
hair fast.
• Four temperature settings:
Cool, warm, med., hot.
• Large hood with see-thru visor.
• Cord storage area.
• Opens up with adjustable arm.
• Folds down for complete
portability.

Tii Wi

CO. Gag

Model
R24R

$1988
USE
OUR
LAY-AWAY

Reg.'26.95
SALE
PRICE
Save '7.07!!

a ci i te floor and ru conditioner
Remember .
MOTItER'S DAY
with Gifts from ,
MURRAY HOME & AUTO

MURRAY HOME'& AUTO STORE
753-2571

Murray, Kentucky

753-2571

Remember . . .
MOTHER'S DAY
with Gifts from
MURRAY HOME & AUTO

awarded t
of await I
Mr_ and
noon, Rt.
die wort
their eon:
COL WI
1968, trot
while on a

the Reptsb
The Vb
sant was

Moon for
ante of A
Company
Infantry,
Cpl. WI
been swim
Medal, Psi
duct Medi
Campaign

F4

The Mt
answered
ven
m
Street. Ti
Two Aruci
three voli
ed the cz

